Abstract-Salahaddin University is the oldest and the biggest university in Kurdistan region. It involves 14 colleges and 3 academic centers. The new university campus that will be established on an area of 10km 2 provides a challenge of designing, efficient and robust networking infrastructure due to increased demand on data and data processing applications like FTP (File Transfer Protocol) which is a vital protocol in an academic environment. At access layer (college level) Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) is employed to provide Wi-Fi to the end user for ultimate mobility. At backbone level four scenarios have been proposed and tested for a proposed university campus. These scenarios used to connect each college Wi-Fi router to Cisco core switch (6509). The first scenario uses optical fiber cable 1000Base-LX (Gigabit-Ethernet), while in the second scenario the Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) based core switch is used to connect (Gigabit-Ethernet) cables. The third scenario uses FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data Interface) technology. In the fourth scenario, a combination of the VLAN based core switch and FDDI is presented. In the four scenarios, the core switch is connected to the main router Cisco (7507) which connects the campus network to the cloud. The network performance and behavior have been studied by calculating network load throughput and delay. The system has been implemented using OPNET (Optimized Network Engineering Tool) simulator modular 14.5. The simulation results show that the fourth scenario gives minimum delay while maximum data transfer (throughput) is achieved by the fourth scenario.
network architecture, which is based on design principles of network construction is the backbone that enables the university"s faculty, researchers, students, administrators, and staff to find out, learn and serve society. There are four important components in the proposed architecture, which are: Services like FTP protocol, Network Control, Core Switching and Edge Access [1] . This research presents a suggested design for Salahaddin University new campus networks model which is reliable, robust and can easily upgraded. Salahaddin University Hawler is expanded both horizontally and vertically. The vertical expansion is due to addition of new colleges and departments about 70 academic departments distributed among fourteen colleges beside the presidency and the chancellor office while the vertical expansion is due to increased number of student and academic staff which leads to growing demand on network services like FTP VoIP, etc. Thus, the huge demand on additional bandwidth and throughput cannot be achieved by traditional network design. Four scenarios have been presented and tested using OPNET simulator. The proposed network design methodology has divides the network into three layers the access layer, the distribution layer and the core layer. The core network provides the backbone for the network. The distribution layer aggregates multiple technologies from the access layer. These technologies include ISDN, DSL, cable, Ethernet, and Wireless. The access layer is the first point of communicate with the network as so it provides the required interfaces for edge devices and stations. The proposed design and modeling has submitted a comparative study based on network performance between different technologies in distribution layer like VLAN, FDDI, and Gigabit Ethernet by considering FTP and HTTP protocol at services level. The research has been classified into four sections the literature review, the description of proposed network design, the results and discussion and the conclusion.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Many researches and projects have been conducted to network modeling, simulation and verification: J. Theunis et al. [2] , points out, how OPNET can be applied in designing advanced networking educational network, which leads to improving the practical skills of future network engineers. V. Hnatyshin et al. [3] examined the student and faculty usage of network applications and its influence on the Rowan university network design model. D. Akbas [4] has built both real virtual www.ijacsa.thesai.org enterprise network model, and comparing network models and network analysis results. The effects of firewall and VPN on presented modules are studied in both real network devices and virtual OPNET environment. Ibikunle Frank [5] presents a campus network designed using multiprotocol labels switching virtual private network to increase network availability, scalability, flexibility and security. Tush et al. [6] proposed a design for industry standard hierarchal layout of campus network using different routing and switching protocols like OSPF, BGP, EIGRP. Malek N. Algabri et al. [7] , had investigate and analyze the performance of MPL, and (MPLS-VPN) network models for Sana"a University. Dhirendra Sharma et al. [8] discuss the efficiency of various networks commissioned on different campuses of six universities in the Western Himalayan region of India, within the framework of B-Node theory. Agueda Sofia Tavares, [1] study a reference model Architecture of University Campus Network that can be followed or adapted to build a robust yet flexible network that respond next generation requirements. Bagus Mulyawan et al. [9] . Presents a way to design campus network then implement it using top down Approach. Baek-Young Choi et al. [10] carried out in-depth outage and failure analysis of a university campus network using a rich set of both node outage and link failure data. They investigate the aspects of spatial and temporal localities of failures and outages, the relation of link failure and node outage, and the impact of the hierarchical and redundant network design on outage.
Modhar A. Hammoudi [11] propose a model for Mosul University campus which was made up two routers cisco 2600, core switch, Cisco 6509 two servers with IP32 cloud and 37 VLANs he has investigated the possibility of applying VoIP on proposed design. Potemans et al. [12] has proposed student network design project using OPNET for the catholieke Unisiteit Leuvin the student network has been examined with the VoIP services. B. Rodiers [13] proposed a model in OPNET modeler to simulate the backbone computer network at the K.U. Leuven University in Belgium.
III. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED NETWORK MODEL FOR (SUNC)
The proposed network model for SUNC has gained the advantages of hybrid wired/wireless network models. Hybrid networks provide campus university excellent advantages in terms of speed, mobility, and security. Wireless network can be used as an extension of wired network. The estimated span area for the new campus is about 10 km2 this area would be shared among fourteen colleges and three academic centers, these academic centers are IT-center E-learning center and center of scientific researches and university administration (chancellor office) hence, the total number of locations is about 19 locations while in fact the academic centers are imbedded with the college campus its belongs to for example the e-learning and IT centers where included with college of science campus and research center is belongs to the presidency center. The presidency administration location is the place where the core switch and servers are mounted in that the real number of locations is abbreviated to 14 campuses and 1 administrative area. It"s assumed that the distance between each college campus and the core switch is no more than 1000m and consists of the following components (as shown in Fig. 1 The table of component used in proposed design is shown in Table I .
The colleges are distributed around a central building of the university admiration (University presidency location), which is the core location by which the university traffic is switched and routed. Fig. 2 shows the proposed design hierarchy which illustrates college network topology (star topology) and how it"s connected to the core switch and router in OPNET Modular 14.5.
The proposed network model is made up of two routers (Cisco 2600), core switch (Cisco6509), two servers, IP-32 www.ijacsa.thesai.org cloud (connect to the internet). All college campuses are connected to the core switch physically as shown in Fig. 3 . While inside each college campus as shown in Fig. 4 the workstations are connected throw an access point as indicate in Fig. 4 . The four proposed scenarios keep same network hierarchy with different logical configuration and physical connection between campus access point and core switch. At campus level, a wireless network connection is selected to add more flexibility to the end user and to achieve full mobility needed with the modern network connected devices and equipment like (mobile and tablets). In first scenario, the interconnection between the core switch and college campus access point is done by using fiber optic cable 1000Base X. the second scenario use the same previous Cable in addition we configure the network as unique VLAN. The VLAN is used to define logical units to those people of the same administrative service, research group, classrooms, etc. This gives the availability to the users of the same unit to connect to the network from geographically distributed locations spread at remote areas inside the university [11] . After connecting the nodes, their configuration must be selected by editing the attribute of each node. A subnet was created for VLAN (Virtual Local Area Networks). In the proposed VLAN the ports were configured as "access" ports except the port connected to the core switch should be "trunk" to allow access to internet through the trunk port in the core switch. To ensure proper connection between the computers in the network, each computer was addressed with an IP of class B, with the subnet mask (255.255.255.0). This subnet mask, in turn, allowed 254 subnets. Each subnet has to provide them with an internet access. IP32 cloud which is one of the OPNET facilities was added to connect the network to the internet. A router links between the core switch and the IP32 cloud. The router must have an IP address for all the connected ports. The port facing the core switch was set with an IP address of the same subnet used for VLAN, and the port facing the internet was given an IP address of the subnet between the internet itself and the router. In third scenario, the FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data Interface) technology is employed to connect logically and physically each access point to the core switch. FDDI is a network technology that supports 100 Mbps transmission rate for up to 500 communicating stations configured in a ring or a hub topology. FDDI was developed by the American national standard institute (ANSI) X3 T9.5 committee in 1987. It uses fiber optic cable up to 200 km in length (single ring) in a LAN environment, in a dual ring www.ijacsa.thesai.org topology, maximum distance is 100 km in the fourth scenario a hybrid technology between second and third scenario is presented which is VLAN based FDDI in that the logical configuration is based on VLAN configuration while the interconnections have been connected by FDDI Technology.
The four proposed scenarios are tested and their performance are investigated using network common quality of service parameters like network delay, and throughput for FTP service defined on a main server.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After creating the network model, the simulator has to test the performance of proposed network scenarios. Table II below summarize the scenario code, details and curve color in the OPNET graphs.
The profile name of FTP application was appended to some computers and specified the FTP server as their destination. This was done to test the traffic to/from these computers and the FTP server. In this work, FTP service besides some focus on HTTP services have been made. Fig. 5 and 6 show the responses of the network model of FTP test for each scenario. As can be seen in these figures, the responses had zero values at the beginning, and then were increased because the network should have enough time to identify its components, this might take few seconds. Fig. 7 shows the average HTTP object response time in seconds It"s obvious that the fourth scenario records fastest response time as compared to other scenarios which give compatible results. Fig. 8 shows the HTTP traffic received. It"s obvious that the minimum HTTP traffic received is by the fourth scenario which gives compatible results. In Fig. 12 which depicts the Ethernet delay calculated during the heavy load period, it"s clear that the third scenario, shows maximum delay about 0.000085 sec, while the fourth scenario gives minimum delay about 0.000008. 
V. CONCLUSION
This paper depicts the ability of OPNET simulator tool in preparing and simulating a model of the new campus computer network at Salahaddin University. As can be seen from the figures of FTP, HTTP, wireless LAN and Ethernet delay, that the responses had zero values at the beginning, and then began to increase because the network should take sufficient time to recognize and identify its components and devices; therefore, this may take few seconds. Four scenarios have been proposed and discussed, based on traditional and new technologies. The fourth scenario which combine VLAN and FDDI technologies show superior properties in term of access delay, Ethernet delay and HTTP with FTP response time and load. While other scenarios give comparable results. In the future a real implementation of the fourth scenario will support the results obtained by this research paper.
